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Enhancing Spinal Plasticity Amplifies the Benefits of
Rehabilitative Training and Improves Recovery from Stroke
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The limited recovery that occurs following stroke happens almost entirely in the first weeks postinjury. Moreover, the efficacy of reha-
bilitative training is limited beyond this narrow time frame. Sprouting of spared corticospinal tract axons in the contralesional spinal
cord makes a significant contribution to sensorimotor recovery, but this structural plasticity is also limited to the first few weeks after
stroke. Here, we tested the hypothesis that inducing plasticity in the spinal cord during chronic stroke could improve recovery from
persistent sensorimotor impairment. We potentiated spinal plasticity during chronic stroke, weeks after the initial ischemic injury, in
male Sprague-Dawley rats via intraspinal injections of chondroitinase ABC. Our data show that chondroitinase injections into the
contralesional gray matter of the cervical spinal cord administered 28 d after stroke induced significant sprouting of corticospinal axons
originating in the peri-infarct cortex. Chondroitinase ABC injection during chronic stroke without additional training resulted in mod-
erate improvements of sensorimotor deficits. Importantly, this therapy dramatically potentiated the efficacy of rehabilitative training
delivered during chronic stroke in a skilled forelimb reaching task. These novel data suggest that spinal therapy during chronic stroke can
amplify the benefits of delayed rehabilitative training with the potential to reduce permanent disability in stroke survivors.
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Introduction
Although the CNS possesses endogenous mechanisms for plas-
ticity within spared circuits that enables partial recovery of func-
tion lost to brain damage (Murphy and Corbett, 2009; Winship

and Murphy, 2009; Overman and Carmichael, 2014), recovery
after stroke is limited and most stroke survivors are left with
persistent sensorimotor disability (Dobkin, 2008; Kessner et al.,
2016). This incomplete recovery occurs almost exclusively in the
first few weeks following the stroke: in rodent models, recovery
plateaus after �4 weeks (Sist et al., 2014; Wahl and Schwab, 2014;
Wahl et al., 2014; Fig. 1A), whereas human stroke survivors com-
plete most of their recovery within the first 3 months after stroke
(Steinberg and Augustine, 1997; Green, 2003; Kitago and Krakauer,
2013). It has been suggested that the type and timing of rehabilita-
tive training is a principal determinant of the degree of recovery
(Krakauer et al., 2012; Wahl and Schwab, 2014). However, the
optimal period for restoration of function appears to be finite.
After this window, recovery stagnates and further rehabilitation
has limited efficacy (Dimyan and Cohen, 2011). Moreover, nu-
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Significance Statement

The brain and spinal cord undergo adaptive rewiring (“plasticity”) following stroke. This plasticity allows for partial functional
recovery from stroke induced sensorimotor impairments. However, the plasticity that underlies recovery occurs predominantly in
the first weeks following stroke, and most stroke survivors are left with permanent disability even after rehabilitation. Using animal
models, our data show that removal of plasticity-inhibiting signals in the spinal cord (via intraspinal injections of the enzyme chondroiti-
nase ABC) augments rewiring of circuits connecting the brain to the spinal cord, even weeks after stroke. Moreover, this plasticity can be
harnessed by rehabilitative training to significantly promote sensorimotor recovery. Thus, intraspinal therapy may augment rehabilita-
tive training and improve recovery even in individuals living with chronic disability due to stroke.
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merous randomized clinical trials of rehabilitation therapies have
reported neutral or negative results (AVERT Trial Collaboration
Group, 2015; Winstein et al., 2016). Thus, the degree to which
rehabilitative training can improve function above spontaneous
biological recovery has been questioned, and improved strategies
to reduce disability due to stroke are required (Lowry, 2010;
Krakauer and Marshall, 2015).

Augmenting plasticity of spared neural circuits can improve
recovery from CNS injury. Experimental plasticity-enhancing
treatments are most effective when delivered early after CNS in-
jury and accompanied by rehabilitative training (van den Brand
et al., 2012; Hara, 2015; Jones and Adkins, 2015). Notably, plas-
ticity of the corticospinal tract (CST) originating in the uninjured
contralesional motor cortex makes a significant contribution to

Figure 1. Experimental design. A, Stroke induces sensorimotor impairment in rats that recover over the weeks following injury. Skilled reaching recovers over the first 4 weeks, but plateaus after
this point. Spontaneous forelimb use preference shows a similar time course, with no further recovery after 4 weeks. If cortical lesions include the somatosensory cortex, mechanical sensitivity is
impaired and shows partial recovery by 4 weeks. B, The time course of post-stroke recovery corresponds with relative changes in cervical spinal cord protein expression associated with plasticity and
nerve regrowth promotion. Periods of heightened sensorimotor recovery coincide with periods of peak expression of trophic factor GAP-43 in the spinal cord. Plateaued recovery coincides with a
return to baseline levels of this molecule (Sist et al., 2014). Our experiments were designed to test the hypothesis that spinal microinjection of ChABC can augment plasticity of the corticospinal tract
and improve recovery even during chronic stroke, after this period of heightened plasticity has ended. C, The experimental timeline of task-specific training and testing and the surgical procedures
used to test this hypothesis. D, Schematic illustrating targeted ischemic stroke over the forelimb sensorimotor cortex (gray circle), the location of anterograde tracer injection medial to the ischemic
infarct to label axons descending in the corticospinal tract (green line), and the location of spinal injection of ChABC or Pen (control enzyme) at 28 d post-stroke (red triangle). E, Illustration of coronal
section (�1.00 anterior of bregma) demonstrating average size and stereotactic location of induced ischemic lesion. F, Representative confocal differential interference contrast image of infarct 68 d
postinjury (10�). Scale bar, 1000 �m. G, Illustration of a transverse section at cervical vertebrae 5, with tracer labeled axons in contralesional CST. H, Representative image of rat corticospinal tract
axons labeled with anterograde AlexaFluor 488-tagged dextran tracers (visualized using spectral settings for the FITC emission spectrum on the confocal microscope) shown in green. Images were
also collected using a Rhodamine filter set to confirm that fluorescence from axon fragments were specific to the tracer as shown in red (10�). Scale bar, 2000 �m.
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recovery from stroke-induced sensorimotor impairment (Ueno
et al., 2012; Silasi and Murphy, 2014; Wahl and Schwab, 2014;
Wahl et al., 2014). However, the spinal plasticity elicited by cor-
tical stroke has a finite temporal window and sensorimotor re-
covery plateaus after this period (Sist et al., 2014; Kessner et al.,
2016; Fig. 1A,B).

One approach to augment plasticity is to manipulate chon-
droitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs) in the extracellular matrix.
These molecules are potent inhibitors of neurite growth, induc-
ing growth cone collapse, sterically hindering dendritic rear-
rangement, and physically blocking growth promoting adhesion
molecules (Silver and Miller, 2004; Afshari et al., 2010; Cua et al.,
2013). CSPGs also interact with tyrosine phosphate (Shen et al.,
2009) and related leukocyte common antigen-related phospha-
tase receptors (Xu et al., 2015) to induce growth inhibitory sig-
naling. Modulation of CSPGs and their signaling pathways can
induce in increased axonal growth after injury (Monnier et al.,
2003; Fisher et al., 2011; Sharma et al., 2012). Digestion of CSPGs
with the bacterial enzyme chondroitinase ABC (ChABC) aug-
ments structural plasticity (Moon et al., 2001; Houle et al., 2006;
Maier and Schwab, 2006; Burnside and Bradbury, 2014). ChABC
injection into the spinal cord during the period of heightened
spinal plasticity that follows stroke significantly plasticity of the
uninjured CST and improves sensorimotor recovery (Soleman et
al., 2012). However, it is not known whether such spinal therapies
can be used during chronic stroke to reduce disability. Here, we
assessed whether spinal delivery of ChABC during chronic stroke
enhance plasticity of the CST originating in peri-infarct cortex
and potentiate task-specific rehabilitative training (Fig. 1C). Al-
though previous studies suggest that intraspinal ChABC deliv-
ered during the subacute period after stroke can induce plasticity
of the uninjured CST (Soleman et al., 2012; Wahl et al., 2014),
these studies did not evaluate the potentially important contribu-
tion of CST projections from the spared cortex adjacent the in-
farct and did not evaluate the interaction between rehabilitative
training and plasticity-enhancing therapy. Our findings demon-
strate that removing inhibition of axonal growth by CSPGs in the
spinal cord induces structural plasticity of the spared CST and
facilitates rehabilitative training even during chronic stroke.

Materials and Methods
Animals
Male Sprague-Dawley rats (400 –550 g; Charles River Laboratories) were
housed in pairs (2 per cage) under standard laboratory conditions (12 h
light/dark cycles). Water and standard laboratory rat chow were available
ad libitum, except during the training period when feeding was reduced
to 50 g daily to maintain 85–90% ad libitum feeding body weight. All
animal protocols were approved by the University of Alberta Animal
Care and Use Committee in accordance with Canadian Council on
Animal Care guidelines.

Experimental design
The general experimental design is shown in Figure 1. The first cohort of
rats (n � 40) was divided into four experimental groups: Animals re-
ceived photothrombotic stroke with a delayed spinal cord injection of
ChABC enzyme (n � 11) or the control enzyme penicillinase (Pen; n �
11) or sham-stroke with delayed injections of ChABC (n � 9) or Pen
(n � 9). A second cohort of rats (n � 24) received photothrombotic
strokes and injection of ChABC (n � 12) or Pen (n � 12) on post-stroke
day 28 followed by either delayed high-intensity rehabilitative training in
a forelimb reaching task (n � 6 per group) or delayed moderate intensity
training (n � 6 per group). Finally, a third cohort of rats received pho-
tothrombotic stroke (n � 16) and moderate reaching training that was
initiated 3 d after stroke and continued until spinal injections of ChABC
(n � 8) or Pen (n � 8) on day 28. Following injection, training recom-

menced for an additional 28 d. Animals were randomly assigned to
surgical groups. Following surgery, animals were randomly assigned a
number code to ensure all experimenters were blind to treatment groups
throughout behavioral assessment. At the conclusion of the experiment,
extracted brains were assigned a letter code to ensure that the experi-
menter was blind to surgical and rehabilitative training groups. The an-
imal number and letter codes were not decoded until all testing and
analyses were completed.

Surgical procedures
Surgical procedures were performed in animals deeply anesthetized with
2–2.5% isoflurane (in 70% nitrous oxide and 30% oxygen at a flow rate of
1 L/min). Body temperature was maintained at 37°C with a rectal tem-
perature probe and heating pad.

Photothrombotic stroke
The forelimb sensorimotor cortex corresponding to the preferred limb in
skilled reaching tasks was located using stereotaxic coordinates (1– 4 mm
lateral; �1 to �3 mm anterior of bregma; Watson and Paxinos, 2006).
Skull over this cortex was thinned followed by a tail vein injection of Rose
Bengal (30 mg/kg in 0.01 M sterile PBS; Sigma-Aldrich). The cortex was
illuminated using a collimated beam of green laser light (532 nm, 17 mW;
� 4.0 mm in diameter) for 10 min to induce photothrombosis. Sham-stroke
controls underwent identical procedures without skull illumination.

Spinal administration of ChABC
ChABC was delivered unilaterally to the cervical spinal cord contralateral
to the stroke. Briefly, a partial laminectomy of C4 and C5 was performed
to expose the contralesional spinal cord. Using a 10 �l Hamilton syringe
mounted on a stereotaxic arm and fitted with a pulled glass tip, a 1.0 �l
injection of either chondroitinase ABC (10 U/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) or Pen
[same weight (�g) per volume (ml) as ChABC; Sigma-Aldrich] was in-
jected (0.2 �l/min) at both C4 and C5. Injections were positioned to 1 mm
lateral of the midline at a depth of 1–1.5 mm. The pipette was left in place for
1 min after injection to reduce backflow.

Anterograde anatomical tracing of the corticospinal tract
AlexaFluor 488-tagged dextran tracers were injected into peri-infarct
motor cortex areas to label CST axons projecting to the cervical spinal
cord. Two burr holes were made 1 mm medial to the ischemic lesion
using stereotactic coordinates at 1 mm lateral of the midline and 1.5 mm
anterior of bregma and 1 mm lateral of the midline and �0.5 mm ante-
rior of bregma (Fig. 2D–F ). Using a Hamilton syringe fitted with a pulled
glass microtubule tip, 1 �l (0.2 �l/min) of Dextran, AlexaFluor 488;
10,000 MW (1 mg/�l; Life Technologies, D-22910) was injected 1.5 mm
below the cortical surface at each location.

Transcardial perfusion and tissue preparation
At 68 d post-stroke rats were perfused with 250 ml of saline heparin
(0.02%) solution (37°C) followed by 250 ml of 4% formalin solution
(4°C) at a flow rate of 25 ml/min. Brains and spinal cords were removed
and submerged in 4% liquid formalin overnight at (4°C), and then trans-
ferred to 30% sucrose solution (4°C) until they lost buoyance.

Stroke volume and tracer injection analysis
Brains were flash frozen and cryosectioned in 20 �m coronal slices. In-
farct areas were determined in ImageJ for every slice spanning the lesion
and integrated to determine the total stroke volume for each animal.
Animals with stroke volume �2 mm 3 were not included in the study
(n � 1). The location and depth corresponding to the center of the tracer
injections were determined by examining each coronal section under
fluorescent microscopy with a Leica DMI6000B inverted microscope.
Cortical maps showing the topographical location of induced stroke and
tracer injections were created for each animal by recording the stereo-
taxic coordinate of stroke boundaries on each coronal slice of tissue
spanning the lesion (Fig. 2D–F ). The average location of tracer injections
was also obtained by averaging the stereotaxic coordinates of all injection
sites (Fig. 2G). Coronal sections for each animal at �1.0, 0.0, 1.0, and 2.0
from bregma were analyzed for depth of stroke and tracer injection (Fig.
2H ). The average stroke and tracer injection depth were obtained by
averaging the depths from each animal.
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Figure 2. Stroke volumes and location of stroke and anterograde tracer injections. Average stroke size of animals treated with ChABC or Pen receiving (A) no rehab, (B) delayed rehab, or (C) early
rehab. A, There were no significant difference in the stroke volumes between ChABC-treated or Pen control groups when receiving no rehabilitative training (two-tailed t test; p � 0.92, t � 0.10,
df � 18), (B) delayed rehabilitative training ( p � 0.78, t � 0.28, df � 14), (C) or early rehabilitative training ( p � 0.67, t � 0.44, df � 14). D–F, Cortical map showing the topographical location
of induced stroke and tracer injections of 10 animals from each of the (D) no rehab, (E) delayed rehab, and (F ) early rehab groups. G, Topographical cortical map (Figure legend continues.)
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Spinal CSPG digestion
To confirm the digestion of CSPGs in the cervical spinal cord following
injection of ChABC, standard protocols were used to fluorescently label
both intact CSPGs and stubs left by their enzymatic digestion. Full-length
undigested CSPGs were labeled with a Biotinylated Wisteria floribunda
lectin (WFA) antibody (Soleman et al., 2012; Vector Laboratories, cata-
log #B-1355;1:1000) and streptavidin AlexaFlour 647 secondary anti-
body (Life Technologies, Catalog #S32357: 1:400). Digested CSPG
cleavage stubs were labeled with mouse anti-chondroitin-4-sulfate anti-
body (MP Biomedical, catalog #0863651; 1: 1000) and donkey anti-
mouse AlexaFlour 488 secondary antibody (Life Technologies, catalog
#S32357; 1:200). Slides were mounted with Vectashield fluorescent
mounting medium containing DAPI (Vector Laboratories, catalog #
H-1500).

Neuroanatomical tracer quantification
Given the degradation of CSPGs in the cervical spinal gray matter by
ChABC, we hypothesized that local increases in axonal sprouting would
be reflected by increased number and length of axon fragments in the
gray matter in treated animals relative to controls. To quantify this, spinal
cord tissue from C3–C7 was cryosectioned in 30 �m transverse slices and
mountedonSuperfrostPlusGoldslides(FisherScientific)withFluoromount-G
(Southern Biotech) mounting medium. Images were collected on a Leica
SP5 Confocal microscope using a Leica HCX PL APO L 20� 1.0 NA
water emersion objective lens and Leica LAS AF Software. Thirty micro-
meter z-stacks (100 steps at 0.3 �m, 736 � 736 �m image plane) were
collected and maximum projections of all the optical planes were created
(i.e., each maximum projection collapses the fibers imaged over the
30 �m section into a single image). Tile scans were used to image the gray
matter across both the ventral and dorsal horns and the CST. Images
were coded and presented to the experimenter in random order to ensure
the experimenter was blinded to experimental group. The number of
labeled fibers in the CST of each animal in the most rostral section of C4
was counted by the experimenter using WCIF-ImageJ. Next, the experi-
menter counted the number of projections into the gray matter on both
the contralesional and ipsilesional side of the spinal cord; these counts
were repeated on 20 spinal cord sections of 30 �m thickness, spaced
210 �m apart (every 8 slices), spanning 5000 �m between C4 and C5, and
the average number of axon segments on each side of the gray matter was
determined. The experimenter also measured the length of each axon
segment �1 �m using ImageJ. The total length of axon segments in the
gray matter was summed and divided by the number of traced axons
counted in the CST at C4 to reduce variability due to inter-animal dif-
ferences in tracer efficacy or uptake. This axon length analysis was re-
peated on 20 sections and an average normalized length was determined
for each animal. Stereological quantification of fiber density was per-

formed using a 50 � 50 grid fitted over the gray matter. Dorsal to ventral
lines were positioned from the tip of lamina 1 to the border of ventral
horn gray mater, and medial to lateral lines where positioned from the
midline the lateral gray matter border. This grid was custom fit over the
gray matter to ensure that variation in tissue shrinkage, orientation and
deformation would not affect the total fiber counts. The number of fibers
�5 �m in each grid section was counted to determine the density and
distribution of CST axons in the gray matter.

Serotonin immunohistochemistry and densitometric quantification
Standard immunofluorescence protocols were used to label serotoniner-
gic fibers in the cervical spinal cord using a primary rabbit anti-serotonin
antibody in (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog #5545; 1:500) and goat anti-rabbit
Texas Red secondary antibody (Vector Laboratories, catalog #TT-1000;
1: 500). Slides were mounted with Vectashield fluorescent mounting
medium containing DAPI (Vector Laboratories, catalog #H-1500). Den-
sitometric quantification of serotonergic axon density was performed on
regions-of-interest in the ventral horn on both the contralesional and
ipsilesional side (in 5 tissue slices per animal; see Fig. 8B) using a Leica
DMI6000B inverted microscope (at 10� magnification). ImageJ soft-
ware was used to quantify optical density.

Skilled reaching tasks
On skilled reaching tasks, rats were trained twice per day (with 4 h be-
tween sessions) on 28 consecutive days and baseline values of perfor-
mance were determined from performance over 3 d before stroke.
Testing consisted of two test sessions, 4 h apart, with the average scores
for the two tests reported. All figures report the reaching success rate
normalized to baseline before stroke.

Montoya staircase task. Rats were placed in a clear Plexiglas box with a
central platform and a thin staircase with indents on each of the seven
stairs (21 pellets per side of the animal). Training consisted of 15 min
uninterrupted in the Montoya staircase Plexiglas box and the number of
pellets (45 mg rodent pellets in banana flavor, TestDiet), which rats
successfully reached and consumed was recorded. Both the left and right
staircases were filled with pellets during the first 14 training sessions.
Once a dominant forepaw was established, the staircase on only the
dominant forelimb side of the animal was loaded with pellets. Those
animals which did not meet the minimum criteria of successfully retriev-
ing 9 of 21 pellets with either forelimb were eliminated from the study
(n � 4).

The single pellet-reaching task. Animals were placed in a clear Plexiglas
box (39.5 � 12.5 � 47.5 cm) with a 1-cm-wide slit in the front wall
running floor to ceiling and a shelf (4 � 4 cm) outside the box mounted
6 cm above the mesh floor. Pellets were placed 1.5 cm from the interior
wall on the shelf outside the slit. Rats reached for pellets through the slit
and were trained to return to the back of the cage between each successful
pellet retrieval. During training, animals were allowed to reach for a
maximum of 100 pellets and those animals unable to successfully retrieve
10 pellets after 15 d of training were eliminated from the study (n � 11).
After the first 15 sessions, a preferred limb was established; in all subse-
quent training sessions only the platform contralateral the preferred limb
was loaded with pellets. The number of reaching attempts and the num-
ber of successful retrievals were tracked.

Spontaneous forelimb use
The cylinder test was used to assess spontaneous forelimb use of animals
when exploring vertical surfaces. Rats were placed in a clear Plexiglas
cylinder (44 cm height � 35 cm diameter) with an open top and video
recorded in the cylinder for 10 min. The first 20 rearing motions during
exploration were analyzed and scored. We defined “left” or “right” fore-
limb contact as placement of a single forepaw against the wall of the
cylinder with the whole palm to support the body weight of the animal. If
the animals touched the vertical surface with both paws or with one paw
quickly followed by the second paw, the touch was scored as “both”. The
number of contacts with the impaired limb and unimpaired limb is
reported as a percentage of the total number of contacts.

Mechanical sensitivity testing
Mechanical sensitivity was assessed in the rat forepaw mid-plantar region
using von Frey monofilaments. The procedure was modified for the

4

(Figure legend continued.) showing the average location and area of stroke across all experimen-
tal groups and the average location of the two tracer injections. H, Stack of coronal brain
sections showing the average location and depth of stroke and injected cortical tracers.
I, J, Representative images of the anterograde AlexaFluor 488-tagged tracer cortical injection
sites medial to stroke lesion, tracer in green (visualized using spectral settings for the FITC
emission spectrum on the confocal microscope; 10�). Scale bars, 2000 �m. K–N, Spinal cord
cross sections showing full-length or undigested CSPGs labeled with WFA and AlexaFluor 647
(visualized using spectral settings for the CY5 emission spectrum on the confocal microscope) in
purple (K) Pen-treated and (M) ChABC-treated animals 56 d after injection (5�). Scale bar,
4000 �m. L, N, High-magnification images (20�; scale bar. 200 �m) of WFA with AlexaFluor
647 in purple from area delineated with white boxes in K and M. O–R, Spinal cord cross sections
showing digested CSPG stubs labeled with anti-chondroitin-4-sulfate and AlexaFluor 488 (vi-
sualized using spectral settings for the FITC emission spectrum on the confocal microscope) in
blue of (O) Pen-treated and (Q) ChABC-treated animals 56 d after injection (5�) Scale bar, 4000
�m. P, R, High-magnification images (20�; scale bar, 200 �m) of anti-chondroitin-4-sulfate
and AlexaFluor 488 in blue from area delineated with white boxes in O and Q. S–V, Merged
images of undigested CSPG labeled with WFA with AlexaFluor 647 in purple and digested CSPG
stubs labeled with anti-chondroitin-4-sulfate and AlexaFluor 688 in blue from (K, O) Pen and
(M, Q) ChABC-treated animals at 5� and 20� magnification. Scale bars: S, U, 4000 �m;
T, V, 200 �m.
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forepaw from procedures using the staircase method with removal of
monofilaments 9 (4.17) and 13 (4.93) as suggested by Bradman et al.
(2015). The filament application was standardized to 2 s on all trial with
10 applications. Animals were either scored as (1) responding or
(2) nonresponding for each filament application; when a 50% with-
drawal response was achieved, the target force of the filament was
recorded as the paw withdrawal mechanical threshold (PWMT). We
ensured a consistent blind operator for every experiment and analysis
was done using log stimulant values to avoid bias across the range.

Rehabilitative training
Rehabilitative motor training was conducted in the single pellet-reaching
chamber. The moderate intensity animals reached for 15 min twice each
day with a maximum of 100 pellets per session. In the high-intensity
group, animals were allowed to reach for 1000 pellets or a maximum of
2 h, twice per day. During these training sessions animals were allowed to
reach in place and did not have to return to the back of the cage before
receiving the next pellet.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism v7. Statistical
analysis of behavioral tests was performed using two-way ANOVA. Holm–
Sidak multiple comparisons were performed between groups when a
significant main effect of treatment or a significant interaction of time �
treatment was found. When there was a significant main effect of time
but no significant main effect of treatment or interaction we performed
Holm–Sidak’s post hoc testing to identify within group differences at
different time points. Fiber count and length statistical analysis was per-
formed by two-way ANOVA testing followed by post hoc Holm–Sidak’s
testing. Statistical evaluation of serotonergic fibers density was per-
formed with one-way ANOVA, followed by Holm–Sidak’s post hoc to
compare each treatment group to the uninjured sham group. Data are
reported as mean 	 SEM.

Results
Intraspinal ChABC without training reduces sensorimotor
deficits in an animal model of chronic stroke
The experimental timeline is illustrated in Figure 1C. Photo-
thrombotic stroke was used to induce consistent infarcts lesion-
ing the entire forelimb sensorimotor cortex (Fig. 2A–F). Spinal
injections of ChABC or the inactive control enzyme Pen were
administered 28 d following stroke. At this time point, endoge-
nous promoters of plasticity that are upregulated early after
stroke have returned to baseline, and spontaneous functional
recovery (with or without rehabilitation) has plateaued (Sist et
al., 2014; Kessner et al., 2016; Fig. 1A,B). Spinal injections were
targeted to the deinnervated contralesional side of the spinal cord
at cervical level 4 (C4), which represents a major termination
point for CST axons originating in the forelimb motor cortex
(Fig. 1G). Digestion of CSPGs (reduced WFA staining and per-
sistent C-4-S fluorescence) was evident in the gray matter on the
contralesional side of the spinal cord at C4 even 28 d after injec-
tion (Fig. 2K–V). Before photothrombotic stroke, animals were
trained and tested on a battery of sensorimotor tasks to establish
pre-stroke baseline (Fig. 3A). Animals were tested again 3, 7, 14,
28, 42, and 56 d post-stroke to examine the time course of recov-
ery before and after ChABC (or control) treatment (Fig. 3A).

Photothrombosis induced clear lesions of the forelimb senso-
rimotor cortex that were still apparent in both treatment groups
68 d after stroke (Fig. 2A,D). Reaching performance in the Mon-
toya Staircase task was reduced to 42.9 	 7.1% and 43.2 	 7.10%
of pre-stroke levels at 7 d after injury in ChABC-treated and
control animals, respectively. Rats spontaneously recovered to
62.7 	 4.9 and 61.6 	 4.7% of pre-stroke levels (ChABC and Pen
controls, respectively) by 28 d post-stroke (before intraspinal in-
jections). Multivariate analysis did not reveal a significant effect

of ChABC treatment in stroke animals (Fig. 3B) or sham-stroke
controls (Fig. 3C). However, a significant main effect of time
(F(5,100) � 25.52, p � 0.0001) was observed. Notably, ChABC-
treated rats showed significant improvement in reaching per-
formance between 28 (pre-ChABC) and 56 d post-stroke
(Holm–Sidak, p � 0.05), whereas reaching performance in
control rats did not improve between 28 and 56 d post-stroke
( p � 0.05).

Stroke induced forelimb use asymmetry in the cylinder task
showed partial recovery by 28 d post-stroke then plateaued be-
tween 28 and 56 d (Fig. 3D). There was no effect of treatment on
limb use preference (p � 0.05), however there was a significant
main effect of time (F(4,80) � 40.21, p � 0.0001). Similarly, me-
chanical sensitivity was impaired by stroke with complete recov-
ery to a plateau at 28 d in both treatment groups. There was a
significant effect of time (F(8,112) � 12.86, p � 0.0001) and a
significant interaction of time and treatment group (F(8,112) �
2.38, p � 0.0249), however, there was no significant difference
between groups at any time point using Holm–Sidak’s multiple
comparisons (Fig. 3F). There was no effect of treatment or time
in ChABC-treated or control rats that did not receive stroke
(F(8,112) � 0.9712, p � 0.4623; Fig. 3C,E,G). Thus, ChABC ad-
ministered in the spinal cord 28 d after stroke resulted in limited
improvement of sensorimotor function relative to control animals.

ChABC induces axonal sprouting during chronic stroke
Anterogradely labeled axon fragments originating at injection
sites medial to the infarct (Fig. 2D–J) were imaged in the cervical
spinal cord (vertebrae C4 and C5) using confocal microscopy.
These axon fragments represent projections from the CST into
the spinal gray matter of the cervical spinal cord originating at
surviving neurons located medial to the infarct. Compensatory
sprouting of these projections may act to restore connectivity
between the damaged motor cortex and the partially deinner-
vated spinal networks. To assess this, the number and length
(normalized to the total number of labeled fibers in the descend-
ing CST in the most rostral section of C4; Fig. 4C) of labeled axon
fragments derived from the CST found in the spinal gray matter
was determined for each animal using a maximum projection of
100 optical planes acquired over a 30 �M depth. Analyses were
then repeated for 20 tissue sections, each separated by 210 �m,
for each animal (for a sample spanning 5000 �m). In ChABC-
treated rats, extensive innervation of the cervical spinal gray mat-
ter by fibers emanating from the CST was apparent (Fig. 4A). In
contrast, control animals had very limited innervation of the cer-
vical gray matter by CST fibers originating in peri-infarct cortex
(Fig. 4B). Significant main effects of treatment and hemisphere
were observed for the average number (two-way ANOVA, treat-
ment: F(1,32) � 17.42, p � 0.0002; hemisphere: F(1,32) � 12.32,
p � 0.0014; interaction: F(1,32) � 9.378, p � 0.0044) and mean
length of axon fragments in the spinal gray matter (treatment:
F(1,20) � 11.04, p � 0.0034; hemisphere: F(1,20) � 7.747, p �
0.0115 interaction: F(1,20) � 5.163 p � 0.0343). Post hoc compar-
isons revealed significantly more axon fragments (mean differ-
ence of 58.6 	 11.5 fibers between groups; Holm–Sidak, p �
0.0001) and longer axon fragments (mean difference of 29.1 	
7.4 �m axon length between groups; p � 0.0038) in the contral-
esional gray matter (Fig. 4D–G). Moreover, CST fibers crossing
over from the contralesional to the ipsilesional gray matter were
observed in ChABC-treated animals but not controls (Fig. 4D,E).
Analysis of contralesional spinal cord showed a greater dorsal to
ventral (Fig. 4F) and medial to lateral (Fig. 4G) distribution of
fibers in the gray matter of ChABC-treated animals compared
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with control-treated animals. This greater distribution of CST
fibers throughout the cervical gray matter in ChABC-treated rats
is apparent in camera lucida diagrams (Fig. 4H, I). Fiber-density
heat plots illustrating the mean distribution of axon fragments
confirmed that ChABC treatment promoted axonal sprouting
throughout the cervical spinal gray matter with extensive inner-
vation of lamina VII and lamina VI nearest to the CST (Fig.
4 J,K). Importantly, these effects could not be explained by dif-

ferences in infarct volume, location, or differences in tracer injec-
tions between treatment groups (Fig. 2A–F).

ChABC potentiates task-specific rehabilitative training
during chronic stroke
ChABC injection induced significant CST plasticity but only a
moderate (in comparison) sensorimotor improvement. Expos-
ing rats to rehabilitative training early after injury can reduce

Figure 3. ChABC administered during chronic stroke without task-specific training moderately improves recovery. A, Timeline showing behavioral testing and surgical procedures. B, Skilled
reaching in the Montoya Staircase task. There was no significant main effect of ChABC (relative to Pen controls) or time � treatment interaction ( p � 0.05); however, a significant effect of time was
detected ( p � 0.0001). Holm–Sidak post hoc comparisons within each treatment group (between time points) identified impaired reaching performance at post-stroke day 7 that improved by
post-stroke day 42 and 56 ( p�0.05). However, only the ChABC group showed significant improvement after spinal injections, with improved performance at post-stroke day 56 ( xp�0.05) relative
to day 28. C, There was no effect of time or treatment in sham-stroke controls ( p�0.05). D, There was no significant effect of treatment on spontaneous forelimb use measured in the cylinder task ( p�0.05);
however, there was a significant main effect of time ( p�0.0001). There were also no significant differences in performance between 28 and 56 d in either group. E, There was no effect of time or treatment in
sham-stroke controls ( p � 0.05). F, A significant effect of time and interaction was detected in measures of mechanical sensitivity (time: p � 0.0001; interaction: p � 0.0249), but there were no significant
differences between treatment groups at any time point after stroke. G, There was no effect of time or treatment on mechanical sensitivity in sham-stroke animals.
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functional deficits but becomes ineffective during chronic stroke,
potentially due to a closure of the critical period for heightened
plasticity that follows in the weeks after stroke. Our anatomical
data suggest that ChABC can recreate a window of heightened
spinal plasticity in chronic stroke, which could in turn potentiate

task-specific training. To test this, rats were trained on the single
pellet reaching task before stroke and tested 3, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42,
49, and 56 d post-stroke (Fig. 5A). One day after injection with
ChABC or Pen control (28 d post-stroke), rats were divided into
groups that received either moderate task-specific rehabilitative

Figure 4. Delayed ChABC induces axonal sprouting of stroke deinnervated axons. A, B, Confocal microscopy of axons labeled with anterograde AlexaFluor 488-tagged dextran tracers (visualized
using spectral settings for the FITC emission spectrum on the confocal microscope) are shown in in green. Images were also collected using a Rhodamine filter set to confirm that fluorescence from
axon fragments were specific to the tracer (10�). Scale bars, 2 mm. A, terminals (arrows) in the contralesional (stroke-denervated) CST (outlined in red) and the contralesional and ipsilesional spinal
cord gray matter in transverse sections spanning C4 and C5 of the cervical spinal cord of ChABC-treated rat. B, A transverse section through C4 in a Pen control rat. Note the reduced density of labeled
axon fragments from the CST in the gray matter relative to the ChABC-treated animal in A. C, Following stroke there was no significant difference in the number of labeled fibers in the CST between
treatment groups ( p � 0.38; two-tailed, t � 0.91, df � 16). D, A significant main effect of treatment on the number of labeled axon fragments in the cervical gray matter was detected ( p �
0.0002). Significantly more fibers were found in the spinal gray matter contralateral to the cortical infarct of ChABC-treated animals (***p � 0.001). E, There was a significant effect treatment ( p �
0.0034) on the average length of axon fragments in the spinal gray matter (normalized within animals to the total number of labeled fibers in the CST), with post hoc comparisons confirming greater
axon length in the contralateral spinal gray matter of ChABC-treated animals (**p � 0.01). F, ChABC increases dorsal to ventral and (G) medial to lateral distribution of fibers in the gray matter of
the contralesional cervical spinal cord. H–K, Camera lucida overlay tracings (H, I) and density heat maps (J, K) showing considerably increased density and distribution of axon fragments after ChABC
treatment relative to Pen controls.
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Figure 5. ChABC with delayed rehabilitative training of moderate or high intensity improves functional outcome. A, Timeline showing delayed rehabilitative training starting 28 d postinjury.
B, Skilled reaching performance in the single pellet reaching task. There was a significant effect of time ( p � 0.0001) and a significant time � treatment interaction ( p � 0.0001). Holm–Sidak’s
multiple comparisons were used to compare the reaching performance of ChABC-treated animals with Pen controls receiving the same training at each time point. ChABC-treated animals performed
significantly better than the Pen controls after treatment at 42 (**p � 0.01), 49 (***p � 0.001), and 56 (**p � 0.01) days post-stroke. There were no differences at time points before intraspinal
injections. C, ChABC rats and Pen controls that received high-intensity training recovered to pre-stroke forelimb reaching performance. There was a significant interaction of time �
treatment (F(8,80) � 2.682, p � 0.0115), as well as a significant effect of time ( p � 0.0001). ChABC-treated animals performed significantly better than Pen controls at 49 (*p � 0.05)
and 56 (**p � 0.01) days after stroke. D, E, Animals receiving ChABC or Pen injections after injury combined with delayed rehabilitative training of moderate (D) or high intensity (E)
exhibited no significant effect of treatment or interaction of time and treatment on the cylinder task to assess forelimb use preference. F, G, Similarly, mechanical sensitivity was
unaffected by ChABC or Pen treatment.
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training (100 reaching attempts twice per day in the single pellet
reaching apparatus) or high-intensity training (1000 reaching at-
tempts twice per day) on days 29 –56 post-stroke. These para-
digms were chosen to model moderate and intense rehabilitative
training and determine whether ChABC could make limited
training more effective and/or remove plateaus that occur with
intense training. Multivariate analyses revealed a significant in-
teraction of time and treatment on reaching performance for
both delayed moderate training (F(8,80) � 7.344, p � 0.0001; Fig.
5B) and delayed high-intensity training (F(8,80) � 2.682, p �
0.0115; Fig. 5C). In moderate training conditions, ChABC-
treated rats exhibited significantly better reaching success (rela-
tive to controls) at 42 (Holm–Sidak, p � 0.01), 49 (p � 0.001),
and 56 (p � 0.01) days post-stroke. Notably, controls had only
limited improvement from delayed moderate training, whereas
ChABC-treated rats showed a dramatic improvement in testing
on day 42. This delay between ChABC injection and sensorimo-
tor improvement is consistent with ChABC enzyme kinetics and
with previous work in various models of CNS injuries showing
that the timing of spinal therapy relative to rehabilitative training
is crucial (García-Alías et al., 2009; Soleman et al., 2012; Wahl et
al., 2014). Both injection groups showed significant improve-
ment in reaching performance during the high-intensity training.
However, ChABC-injected rats exhibited superior performance
at 49 (p � 0.05) and 56 d (p � 0.01) after stroke relative to controls.
Surprisingly, reaching performance at 56 d post-stroke was im-
proved relative to baseline performance in ChABC-treated rats
(p � 0.05). In both the moderate and high-intensity training
groups, ChABC did not alter performance on the cylinder or
induce any changes to spontaneous forelimb use preference (Fig.
5D,E), nor did ChABC treatment induce aberrant mechanical
sensitivity in von Frey test scoring (Fig. 5F,G). Although a main
effect of time was observed in both assays (cylinder task: F(1,80) �
85.57, p � 0.0001; von Frey test: F(1,80) � 207.5, p � 0.001), there
were no main effects of treatment or significant interactions or
significant Holm–Sidak comparisons between time points after
treatment.

Effects of delayed ChABC with early rehabilitative training
The final experimental paradigm was designed to model perma-
nent disability due to stroke even after extensive rehabilitation.
Ideally, rehabilitative motor training is initiated early after stroke,
as an early onset has been shown to exceed the benefits of delayed
therapy in restoring behavioral performance in human clinical
studies (Ottenbacher and Jannell, 1993; Paolucci et al., 2000; Mu-
sicco et al., 2003; Langhorne et al., 2010) and preclinical animal
studies (Risedal et al., 1999; Farrell et al., 2001; Biernaskie et al.,
2004; for review, see Teasell et al., 2005; Murphy and Corbett,
2009; Krakauer et al., 2012; Tennant, 2014). Rehabilitative train-
ing is continued into chronic stroke, though it loses efficacy with
time and most patients remain disabled. To model this scenario,
we delivered moderate task-specific training starting 3 d post-
stroke and continuing for 56 d (Fig. 6A). Early rehabilitative
training induced marked improvement in skilled reaching and
forelimb asymmetry in all animals by 28 d post-stroke (from
3.4 	 0.5% of baseline post-stroke to 74.2 	 4.5% of baseline in
controls before treatment and from 4.4 	 0.5% to 65.2 	 4.5% of
baseline in ChABC groups before spinal injections). However,
control animals showed minimal improvement in reaching score
(16.8 	 5.0% improvement) with additional training between 28
and 56 d post-stroke, whereas ChABC injection on day 28 signif-
icantly potentiated the efficacy of rehabilitative training after
treatment (52.4 	 4.2% improvement). Multivariate ANOVA

Figure 6. ChABC paired with early moderate rehabilitative training induced significant re-
covery of sensorimotor function. A, Timeline of testing, surgical procedures, and training begin-
ning 3 d post-stroke. B, There was a significant effect of time ( p � 0.0001) and a significant
interaction of treatment � time ( p � 0.0001) in rats treated with moderate rehabilitative
training early after stroke. Notably, ChABC-treated animals had significantly better reaching
performance than Pen controls at 42 (**p � 0.01), 49 (****p � 0.00001), and 56 (****p �
0.00001) days post-stroke (despite the fact that ChABC animals actually performed significantly
worse than Pen-treated animals at 35 d post-stroke (*p � 0.05). C, There was no significant
effect of treatment in the cylinder task testing; however, there was a significant effect of time
( p � 0.0001). Within group post hoc comparisons revealed that only the ChABC-treated ani-
mals significantly increased use of their affected limb on days 42 ( xxxp � 0.001), 49 ( xxxxp �
0.0001), and 56 ( xxxxp � 0.0001) post-stroke compared with day 28 limb use preference.
D, There were no treatment effects or significant interactions on assays of mechanical
sensitivity.
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identified a significant interaction between treatment and time
(F(8,112) � 10.84, p � 0.0001; Fig. 6B), and Holm–Sidak’s multi-
ple comparisons revealed that ChABC-treated animals had sig-
nificantly better reaching performance than control animals at 42
(p � 0.01), 49 (p � 0.00001), and 56 (p � 0.00001) days post-
stroke (despite an initial impairment relative to controls at 35 d
post-stroke (p � 0.05; Fig. 6B). There was no significant effect of
treatment on cylinder reaching forelimb use scores; however, post
hoc comparisons based on a significant main effect of time
(F(8,126) � 48.128, p � 0.0001) suggest that ChABC-treated rats
used their stroke affected limb significantly more on days 42 (p �
0.001), 49 (p � 0.001), and 56 (p � 0.0001) than on day 28
(pre-treatment). The same effect was not observed in controls
(Fig. 6C). As in the case of the delayed training groups, there was
a significant effect of time (F(8,112) � 19.71, p � 0.0001) but no
effect of ChABC injection on mechanical sensitivity or significant
comparisons between time points after treatment (Fig. 6D).

Effects of combined therapy on CST and serotonergic
innervation of the cervical cord
Analysis of anterograde tracers injected into peri-infarct motor
cortex shows that rats that received training paired with ChABC
exhibited significantly higher fiber counts (contralesional gray
matter: F(1,54) � 201.0, p � 0.0001; ipsilesional: F(1,54) � 130.3,
p � 0.0001; Fig. 7G) and significantly greater fiber lengths (F(1,54) �
91.50, p � 0.0001; Fig. 7H) than rats that received training paired
with Pen injection. High intensity training resulted in a greater
number (but not length) of fibers on the contralesional side than
the early (p � 0.05) or delayed moderate (p � 0.001) training
groups (Fig. 7G,H). Notably, ChABC-treated animals in the early

rehabilitative training group exhibited a 20-fold increase in the
number of fibers relative to controls, while animals in the delayed
moderate and delayed high-intensity training groups exhibited
fivefold and 16-fold increases in fiber number relative to controls.
Importantly, there was no difference in infarct volume or loca-
tions of anterograde tracer injections between treatment groups
in any of the studies involving rehabilitative training (Fig. 2A–F).

ChABC induced significant sprouting of CST derived axons in
the spinal cord. Although nociceptive fibers in the dorsal spinal
cord were not assessed, the lack of behavioral effects on tests of
pain sensitivity suggests that significant sprouting did not occur.
To further assess whether structural plasticity induced by ChABC
was specific to the CST, the density of serotonergic axons project-
ing to the gray matter of the cervical spinal cord at the C4 level was
also assessed. Moreover, because the serotonergic system has
been reported to be involved in compensatory mechanisms and
recovery that follows spinal injury, and because serotonin has a
crucial role in regulating the excitability of spinal motor neurons
(Hounsgaard et al., 1988), plasticity of the serotonergic projec-
tions may contribute to recovery. A significant main effect of
treatment paradigm on serotonergic fiber density in the contral-
esional spinal cord was observed (ANOVA, F(8,36) � 7.428, p �
0.0001). Serotonergic fiber density was reduced by stroke (p �
0.05, relative to sham-stroke controls), an effect that was not
reversed by ChABC alone (p � 0.05, relative to shams). However,
when ChABC was paired with moderate or intense delayed reha-
bilitative training (Fig. 8A,C), serotonergic innervation was not
significantly different from sham-stroke controls. Pen controls
still exhibited significantly reduced serotonergic fiber density rel-
ative to controls (p � 0.01). Notably, early rehabilitative training

Figure 7. Histological analysis of anterograde tracer in animals receiving rehabilitative training. A–F, Confocal microscopy of transverse sections through C4 showing CST fibers originating from
injections in the peri-infarct cortex labeled with Anterograde AlexaFluor 488-tagged dextran tracers (visualized using spectral settings for the FITC emission spectrum on the confocal microscope)
in green. Images were also collected using a Rhodamine filter set to confirm that fluorescence from axon fragments were specific to the tracer, in red. Representative sections are shown for animals
receiving ChABC or Pen injection in the different rehabilitative training groups. Scale bars, 2 mm. G, Gray matter fiber counts showed a significant effect of treatment in both contralesional ( p �
0.0001) and ipsilesional ( p � 0.0001) gray matter. Significantly greater numbers of axon fragments were found in all ChABC-treated groups relative to Pen controls receiving the same training
(****p�0.0001). Notably, there was also a significant main effect of training on the contralesional side ( p�0.0153) and a significant interaction ( p�0.027), with delayed high-intensity training
significantly increased the number of labeled axon fragments in the gray matter in ChABC-treated animals relative to ChABC-treated animals receiving delayed ( ���p � 0.001) or early ( �p �
0.05) training at a moderate intensity. H, A significant main effect of treatment ( p � 0.0001) was found on measures of average axon length in the spinal gray matter, with significantly greater axon
length in ChABC-treated animals (****p � 0.0001) relative to Pen controls in every training group. There was no main effect of training group or significant interaction.
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restored serotonergic axon density in controls and ChABC-
treated rats, though a trend toward synergistic effect remained.

Discussion
Almost all recovery after stroke occurs in the first few weeks after
injury. Even with extensive and sustained rehabilitative training,
sensorimotor recovery peaks by 4 weeks in rodents (Biernaskie et
al., 2004; Hsu and Jones, 2006; Alaverdashvili et al., 2008) and 3
months in humans (Andrews et al., 1981; Skilbeck et al., 1983;
Wade et al., 1983; Smith et al., 1985; Duncan et al., 1992; Na-
kayama et al., 1994; Lo et al., 2010; for reviews, see Steinberg and
Augustine, 1997; Teasell et al., 2005; Krakauer et al., 2012; Wahl
and Schwab, 2014). Moreover, the contribution of rehabilitative
motor training to this recovery has been questioned. Neutral or
negative results in randomized clinical trials have led to questions
about the efficacy with which rehabilitative training can improve
function above spontaneous biological recovery (Lowry, 2010;
AVERT Trial Collaboration Group, 2015; Krakauer and Mar-
shall, 2015; Winstein et al., 2016). In this project, we investigated
whether ChABC therapy delivered to the spinal cord during the
chronic phase of stroke recovery could improve recovery and
augment rehabilitation even after the optimal window for recov-
ery that follows early after stroke. Despite notable increases in the
number, length, and distribution of CST axons originating in

peri-infarct cortex and projecting to the cervical gray matter,
there was only limited functional benefit of ChABC alone (with-
out rehabilitative training). This is not entirely surprising as pre-
vious studies in C4 spinal cord injury models indicated that
ChABC only allowed for improvement in sensorimotor function
when combined with rehabilitation (García-Alías et al., 2009).
Similar findings have been reported with other plasticity promot-
ing treatments such as intracortical brain-derived neurotrophic
factor (Vavrek et al., 2006; Weishaupt et al., 2013). To determine
whether this enhanced plasticity could be harnessed to rekindle
the effectiveness of task-specific training, we paired ChABC with
delayed reaching training in the single pellet task. Delayed reha-
bilitative training of moderate intensity was ineffective when
paired with control injection, but ChABC paired with training
induced significant improvement. Rats that underwent intense
reaching training starting after ChABC injection on day 28
showed significant improvement, with the ChABC-treated an-
imals again performing significantly better than controls. To
model stroke patients who receive early rehabilitation that is con-
tinued through to chronic stroke, but whose recovery plateaus in
the weeks following the initial injury, another cohort of rats re-
ceived moderate rehabilitative training starting 3 d after stroke
and continuing for 8 weeks. Notably, whereas rehabilitative

Figure 8. Changes in serotonergic fiber distribution in the cervical spinal cord (C4) gray matter. A, Serotonergic fibers from the area of the ventral horn delineated in B from ChABC-treated rats
or Pen controls under different training paradigms. Serotonergic fibers are labeled with anti-serotonin antibody and Texas red secondary antibody (visualized using spectral settings for the Cy3
emission spectrum on the confocal microscope) at 10� magnification. Scale bar, 100 �m. B, Schematic diagram of the C4/C5 transverse spinal cord. Red box delineates area of ventral horn gray
matter selected for optical density quantification. C, There was a significant main effect of treatment group on serotonergic density in the contralesional spinal gray matter (ANOVA, p � 0.0001).
Notably, stroke significantly reduced contralesional serotonergic density relative to sham animals, and this effect was not altered by ChABC treatment alone (without rehabilitative training; ***p �
0.001). However, in ChABC-treated animals receiving delayed training (both moderate and high intensity), there was no statically significant difference relative to shams. Pen controls receiving
delayed training exhibited significantly reduced serotonergic density (**p � 0.01, *p � 0.05). Early rehabilitative training recovered serotonergic density, with no significant difference between
ChABC-treated rats and Pen controls.
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training efficacy plateaued by 28 d after stroke and was not sig-
nificantly improved by control injection, rats exhibited amplified
training-induced recovery after intraspinal ChABC at 28 d. These
data suggest that intraspinal ChABC can significantly improve
training induced recovery in a model approximating chronic
stroke patients. Consistent with previous preclinical (Wang et al.,
2016; El Amki et al., 2017) and clinical studies (Sunderland et al.,
1992; Kwakkel et al., 1997, 1999; Lang et al., 2009), our paradigm
of extremely intense rehabilitative training (2000 reaches per
day) was associated with the best sensorimotor improvement.
More moderate rehabilitative training (200 reaches per day) was
effective when initiated early after stroke (with a plateau in recov-
ery after 2–3 weeks), but provided less benefit when initiated 28 d
after stroke. In all groups, rehabilitative training was improved by
intraspinal ChABC at 28 d after stroke, suggesting that optimal
rehabilitation can be attained by combining pro-plasticity ther-
apy with training.

Although our treatments were designed to “reopen” the win-
dow for plasticity, the efficacy of intense rehabilitative training in
improving reaching performance during chronic stroke even
without ChABC injection suggests that the window for plasticity
was not completely ended by 4 weeks after stroke. Indeed, the
magnitude of the gains due to rehabilitation (particularly intense
training) was greater than the additional benefit of adding
ChABC. However, our data suggest that ChABC can potentiate
plasticity of the CST and improve delayed rehabilitative training.
Spinal treatment improved the efficacy of a moderate level of
rehabilitation and also amplified the efficacy of rehabilitative
training performed at maximum intensities (overcoming poten-
tial ceiling effects of intense training). Given that the efficacy of
training after stroke has been questioned in light of negative re-
sults in clinical trials, a treatment that can make moderate or
intense rehabilitation paradigms more effective is promising.
Studies using an even longer recovery period would be needed to
conclusively demonstrate a “reopening” of the critical period for
recovery. The efficacy of intense rehabilitation administered dur-
ing chronic stroke has been reported in stroke patients undergo-
ing intense training. For example, clinical investigations of
constrained induced movement therapy starting 3–9 months af-
ter stroke that demonstrated that intense training can induce
improvement in arm function for stroke patients even during
chronic stroke (Wolf et al., 2006; McIntyre et al., 2012; Lang et al.,
2013). Similarly, preclinical studies of chronic spinal cord injury
have shown that ChABC can improve outcome (García-Alías et
al., 2009) and the effects ChABC administered at time points
early after spinal injury are amplified with training (García-Alías
et al., 2009).

Intraspinal ChABC exhibited a pro-plasticity effect on CST
axons originating in peri-infarct cortex. Several studies have
shown that plasticity enhancing treatments increase sprouting of
the uninjured CST into the stroke-deinnervated hemicord and
improve recovery from cortical injury, and that blocking the
sprouting of these fibers impairs sensorimotor recovery (Sole-
man et al., 2012; Wahl et al., 2014). However, although the
plasticity of the uninjured CST has been elegantly demon-
strated to contribute to recovery in animal models (stroke:
Soleman et al., 2012; Wahl et al., 2014; traumatic brain injury
model: Ueno et al., 2012; spinal injury: Cafferty and Strittmatter,
2006; Starkey et al., 2012; CST brainstem lesions: Thallmair et al.,
1998), clinical studies of cortical reorganization after stroke sug-
gest that better recovery is associated with reorganization close to
the site of injury (Johansen-Berg et al., 2002a,b; Fridman et al.,
2004) as opposed to reorganization in distal regions such as the

contralateral cortex (Calautti and Baron, 2003; Schaechter,
2004). Thus, we were interested in whether significant sprouting
of spared peri-infarct CST projections would occur with spinal
therapy. Our data confirms plasticity of the perilesional CST,
though the relative contributions of uninjured and spared CST to
post-stroke recovery, as well as contributions from plasticity in
local spinal connections, remain to be investigated.

By inducing sprouting of nociceptive fibers, intraspinal
ChABC could potentiate mechanical sensitivity and induce hy-
peralgesia. However, von Frey hair testing did not indicate the
development of pathological pain circuitry, as hyperalgesia (reduced
PWMTs relative to baseline) was not observed in any treatment
groups. Our data did suggest an interaction between ChABC treat-
ment, rehabilitative training, and the density of serotonergic in-
nervation of the cervical spinal cord. Whereas ChABC alone did
not induce an increase in serotonergic fiber density, ChABC
paired with delayed training significantly increased serotonergic
innervation. Following spinal cord injury, serotonergic input is
lost to regions of the spinal cord distal to the site of injury (Fong
et al., 2005). Interestingly, our data suggest that cortical stroke
also significantly reduces serotonergic innervation of the spinal
cord, despite the lack of overt injury to serotonergic fibers. Direct
application of serotonin to deinnervated spinal cord sites restores
spinal excitability and can improve motor function (Fong et al.,
2005), indicating that restoration of serotonergic innervation is
important for motor recovery after injury (Leszczyńska et al.,
2015). Removal of growth inhibitory factors in the glial scar po-
tentiates regrowth of serotonergic fibers and improves recovery
after spinal cord injury (Camand et al., 2004; Müllner et al.,
2008). Although spontaneous regrowth of serotonergic fibers af-
ter spinal injury occurs over the first 4 weeks after spinal injury
(Leszczyńska et al., 2015), there is evidence that suggests seroto-
nergic neurons have late intrinsic growth programs and continue
to sprout over long periods (1– 6 months) after injury (Li and
Raisman, 1995; Hill et al., 2001; Filli et al., 2011). Increased sero-
tonergic fiber density is one postulated mechanism of improved
sensory motor recovery in ChABC-treated and rehabilitated animals
after spinal injury (Jacobs et al., 2002). Moreover, increases in the
length of serotonergic fibers after injury correlate with improvement
in both inter- and intra-limb coordination (Leszczyńska et al., 2015),
which are crucial in skilled reaching tasks.

In summary, our data show that removal of growth inhibitory
CSPGs in the spinal cord of rats during chronic stroke can aug-
ment structural plasticity in the spared CST, amplify the func-
tional benefit of delayed rehabilitative training, and induce
improved training efficacy after the period for optimal rehabili-
tation efficacy. These data therefore suggest that the permanent
disability affecting millions of individuals living with the chronic
effects of stroke may be treatable with spinal therapy and rehabil-
itation initiated even months or years after the stroke. Our data
also emphasize that inducing a state of plasticity is not sufficient
to induce recovery, and that combining such therapies with re-
habilitative training is required for optimal recovery (Girgis et al.,
2007).
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